Judge: Mrs Bronwyn Munn
ENTRY DATES:
All entries via eAlpaca www.ealpaca.com.au by FRIDAY 26TH APRIL 2019.
Fleece Judging: Friday 1OTH MAY 2019.
Alpaca Judging: Saturday 11TH MAY 2019.
Saturday - Animals must be on the grounds by 8.00 a.m. for judging to commence 9am.
Convenor information:
For all information regarding the show, please contact:
Colin & Pauline Glasser – Mb 0419986554
Email: cpg4764@bigpond.net.au
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GRAFTON SHOW
ALPACA COLOURBRATION SCHEDULE
ENTRIES CLOSE FRIDAY 26th APRIL 2019
FLEECES DELIVERED BY FRIDAY 3RD MAY 2019
NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED.

ENTRIES

All entries via eAlpaca – Grafton Colourbration Alpaca Show
FEES
Animal per class $15.00 (GST inc.).
Fleece per class $10.00 (GST inc.)
Sires Progeny Classes: $10.00 (GST inc.) per class group of TWO Progeny.
ENTRY PAYMENT
Electronic Payment through online eAlpaca. www.ealpaca.com.au
ENTRY TO SHOWGROUNDS
TICKETING ONLINE - Clarence Pastoral and Agricultural Society Ltd.
Please note www.graftonshow.com for ticket details.
DELIVERY OF EXHIBITS
All fleeces for judging to be posted or delivered to the Grafton Show Secretary by FRIDAY 3rd May 2019
Alpacas have access into the Showground on Friday 10TH MAY or from 6am on Saturday 11th MAY 2019. All alpacas
must be penned no later than 8.00 am on Saturday morning. ALL VEHICLES ONCE UNLOADED ARE TO BE PARKED
OUTSIDE THE SHOWGROUND IN VILLIERS STREET.
JUDGING
2019 Judge Mrs Bronwynn Munn
Fleece judging will commence at 10.00 am on Friday.
Animal judging will commence at 9.00 am on Saturday..
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
The general regulations of the Grafton Show appearing in this schedule form part of the AAA Ltd. approved conditions of entry. In
the event of any inconsistency between the general regulations and these conditions, the general regulations shall prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency unless the general regulations provide otherwise.
This show shall be conducted under the Rules of the Australian Alpaca Association Ltd. as set out in the current rules manual
effective 1ST January 2019. These amendments, where relevant to this Show, have been incorporated into this Schedule. In
summary, these amendments relate to:Halter Classes -a revised judging criteria: Fleece 60%; Conformation 40% (formerly 35%
with Presentation 5%)-suri class age structure to match huacaya class age structure.-the relevant suri or huacaya section is to be
cancelled as a show competition where less than 10 entries for suri or huacaya are received, with breeders given the option
to attend as a breed display. [Rule 35 - refer note below]-the judging of the suri and huacaya classes is to alternate in the Show
Program, where numbers are sufﬁcient. [Rule 55]-companion alpacas, including cria at foot, are not to enter the show ring. [Rule
53] - revised colour classiﬁcations relevant to grey and fancy alpacas [Rule 57]
Note: Rule 35 as amended - effective 1st January 2018, reads as follows: “ If actual entries received are 20 or more the full
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range of colour or age classes should be implemented. Insufﬁcient entries or late withdrawal may render it necessary to
combine showing classes. It is at the discretion of the Chief Steward, in consultation with the Judge, to combine showing classes
(Note: a minimum of 3 entries per class is recommended).
Where less than 10 entries for suri or huacaya types are received by entry close date, that section is to be cancelled as a
competition, with breeders given the option to attend as a breed display.”
Fleece Classes - the introduction of a requirement for a minimum entry of 20 ﬂeeces to hold a ﬂeece show, with a minimum of 10
ﬂeeces of either type (ie 10 huacaya / 10 suri). [Rule 2]-the exhibit must be the bona ﬁde property of a ﬁnancial member of the
Association who had ownership when the ﬂeece was shorn. [Rule 43]
The registered owner of an exhibit must be a financial member of the AAA Ltd.
ENTRY & HERD HEALTH DECLARATION FORMS
All exhibitors should note the Declaration on the eAlpaca entry form, and ensure that they can comply with all the conditions,
particularly noting those dealing with animal health.
Alpacas travelling interstate must comply with NSW Department of Industry requirements. A health certificate and travel permit
must be obtained prior to entry into NSW for interstate breeders. All Queensland exhibitors must travel with a waybill or travel
permit. Contact your local DPI.
Grafton is in a tick free zone of NSW. All stock entering these grounds MUST be tick free.
Ex-tick infected areas: Exhibitors must contact their local animal health authority at least two weeks prior to the show to ensure all
required paperwork and tick treatments are organised.
Ex-tick restricted areas: Exhibitors should contact their local stock office at least two weeks prior to the show to arrange
necessary paperwork/treatments.
Ex tick free areas: Require a completed waybill only.
DEPARTURE FROM SHOWGROUNDS
In the interest of show patrons, ALL ALPACAS MUST stay on the grounds until 4.00pm or after judging concludes (if judging goes
over 4.00pm) on Saturday. The Convenor must be advised if exhibits need to leave the grounds earlier and MUST have a genuine
reason for earlier departure.
PERIOD OF EXHIBITION
Exhibitors MUST keep stalls allocated to their animals clean and give proper attention to their stock throughout the show.
Exhibitors must provide their own feed, water and feed containers. Limited straw will be provided. Additional straw can be
brought to the showground but please contact your local animal health authority for necessary paperwork to declare any fodder
from tick free areas. Straw & Feed will be available for sale at the show.
ADVERTISING
Stud sign banners may not exceed in 1500 mm in height and must be contained within the bounds of the pen. An A4 folder
attached to the front of the animal/s pen is permitted for stud promotional use only.
‘FOR SALE’ signs will not be permitted. A handler shall be deemed to be incorrectly attired if his/her dress or the animal being led
displays any information capable of being construed as advertising for the stud.
COMPANION ANIMALS AND DOGS
Special permission to bring a companion alpaca MUST be obtained from the convenor prior to submission of the entry form;
otherwise NO COMPANION ALPACAS will be permitted. NO DOGS are permitted into the animal showing area precinct.
ASSISTANCE DOGS and other AUTHORISED THERAPY ARE EXCEMPT.
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INSPECTION OF EXHIBITS
All Alpacas must be registered with the Australian Alpaca Association Ltd. and carry an approved brass ear tag showing the
alpacas IAR number.
NO ANIMAL SHALL BE ELIGIBLE FOR EXHIBITION IF IT IS NOT ENTIRE (except for wethers).
NOTE: If there is no tag present in the ear of an animal exhibit, official association confirmation either in hard copy or electronically
must be provided by the owner to the chief steward that the ear tag has been recently lost and that a new ear tag has been
ordered and paid for. Failure to present such advice of inspection will result in disqualification of the animal.
Ear tags must be cleaned prior to show to assist ease of reading by the Stewards.
The Chief Steward will classify all entries for age, sex and colour and has the power to transfer an exhibit to the correct class. The
chief steward will combine or split classes as he/she sees fit.
The inspection of animals will commence on Friday and be completed by 8.30am on Saturday.
Alpacas not in their allocated pens and available for inspection by 8.00 a.m. may be disqualified by the Chief Steward. Exhibitors
MUST be in attendance at the time of the inspection and will be required to assist.
Exhibits of Huacayas must carry a minimum fleece length of 50mm and a recommended maximum length not exceeding 130mm.
The minimum fleece length for Suri is 75mm and fleece length will be assessed by the judge.
Any Alpaca found to have lice infestation must be removed from the showground immediately along with any other alpacas
present that belong to the same exhibitor.
EXHIBITOR’S MEETING
The Chief Steward requests that all exhibitors attend a meeting in the show ring at 8.30 a.m. on Saturday.
JUDGING
Fleece judging will commence at 10.00am on Friday.
Animal judging will commence promptly at 9.00 a.m. on Saturday. Starting the Alpaca judging will be the Suri Classes followed by
the Huacaya Classes. A competitor may not discuss with the judge their alpacas or proposed exhibits prior to or during the show
judging.
The judge’s decision shall be final. He/She may choose not to award a prize in a class.
All attendants leading stock in the judging ring shall wear a WHITE COAT over long BLACK trousers or long BLACK
skirts with clean black shoes or boots. Black Pants or skirt and black shoes is the compulsory attire for all QLDNNSW Shows.
An AAA Logo is the only Logo to appear on the back of coats. The Chief Steward may disqualify an exhibit for incorrect attire.
All exhibitors shall, on the day of the show, obtain their pen position and animal exhibit card numbers from the steward. The
animal exhibit number card of the exhibit must be worn whilst in the show ring. The age of the animal will be written in months
and age of fleece.
Exhibitors are asked to check that the correct age has been written on the card.
All exhibitors must place their animals into the allocated pens by the stewards and must not be moved or removed except by order
from the Chief Steward. All handlers showing animals must be competent in the handling of their exhibit, or removal from the show
ring may be requested by the judge. All animals are to have their halters fitted correctly and every animal exhibited must have
their own halter.
AGE OF ANIMAL
Alpacas must be entered into the correct class for their age. (This is the actual age on the day of the show).
SIRES PROGENY
A Sires Progeny entry cannot contain a wether, but be a group of two males, females or males and females. Progeny need not
to be owned or bred by the one exhibitor, but all must be the progeny of the one sire and drawn from ordinary classes. All
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progeny must have been entered as animal exhibits in the show as that in which they are to be exhibited as Sires Progeny.
Only one progeny from any one dam may be shown in each sires progeny group unless the progeny have been born at least
eleven months apart. Only one entry fee of $10.00 (GST inc.) per group of two is required. The exhibit may be entered on the day
of the show before 1pm.
CORRECT ANIMAL COLOUR CLASSIFICATION
An alpaca is to be shown in the appropriate colour class, when it is predominantly that colour. Any colour variations will be
assessed at time of inspection.
Exhibitors are to note that amendments, effective 1st January 2018, have been made to the AAA Show Rules relevant to grey and
fancy alpacas (Rule 57), which rule now refers as follows:
Grey: A grey alpaca may be either rose grey or silver grey in light, medium and dark variants. A grey alpaca is visually “grey” from
the exterior (or on opening the ﬂeece). A grey alpaca may or may not have other white markings. A predominantly grey alpaca is
to be shown in a grey class regardless of colour variations. Apredominantly grey alpaca may be entered in a fancy class if it is
registered with the APP(appaloosa) preﬁx and displays six or more evenly sized spots throughout the blanket area.
Fancy: A fancy alpaca is to be shown in a fancy class if it has an unusual or striking distribution of two or more colours on the
saddle, neck and/or legs on or above the knee. This includes pintos and tuxedo fronts where the primary colour is not grey and
appaloosas including grey, as deﬁned under Grey above.
Roan: A roan alpaca is one that is brown, black, medium or dark fawn with a signiﬁcant amount of easily visible white ﬁbres
consistently distributed throughout the entire ﬂeece, once the ﬂeece is opened. Any colour inconsistencies will be assessed at the
Judgeʼ s discretion.
Note: E-alpaca will automatically allocate animals to the appropriate class, based upon its registered birth date, gender
and colour.
RIBBONS AND TROPHIES
Ribbons may be awarded for first, second and third place getters in each class. Fourth and fifth, etc. may be awarded in classes
over 10 entrants and at the judge’s discretion. Sashes will awarded to Supreme Champions and Best of Show Champions. The
judge is under no obligation to award a placing or sash if he/she considers a place isn’t worthy. Trophies will be presented after
each Supreme group have been judged. Fancy, Wether Sections are awarded Best Fancy/Wether Ribbons.
An overall Huacaya Best of Show and Suri Best of Show will be awarded prior to the Sires Progeny class. An overall Best of
Show Huacaya Fleece and Best of Show Suri Fleece will be awarded.
PERSONS ENTERING OR EXITING THE JUDGING RING ONCE A CLASS HAS STARTED
No person shall enter the show ring after a judging class begins.
No person shall leave the ring until the judging of the class has been completed and awards for that class have been made,
except;


with the consent of the judge, or

 at the discretion of the judge or ring steward.
All exhibitors must be organized with their animals and must try to keep up with what is going on in the show ring. If any exhibitor
is not organized, stewards may consult with the Chief Steward to disqualify that animal in that class. This is to ensure a continual
flow throughout the day of the show.
FLEECES
All fleeces being exhibited (including wether fleeces) must be from alpacas registered on the IAR and be the bona fide
property of the exhibitor. All exhibitors must be AAA Ltd. financial members.
Fleeces are to be lodged with the Show Secretary at the showgrounds by 5pm on 3RD MAY Only one fleece that has been
shorn in the 18 months prior to the Show may be shown from any one animal. It is recommended that fleeces be placed in
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bags, made of satin or similar material, or heavy duty plastic. Plastic garbage bags should be avoided. Alpacas must have a
minimum fleece length of 50 millimetres for Huacaya and 75 millimetres for Suri. It is recommended that maximum fleece
length be no more than 130 millimetres for Huacaya. Suri fleece lengths will be assessed by the Judge. Exhibitors, when
submitting fleeces at the Show, must attach to the inside of fleece bag the fleece identification slip.
SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship is available through Stud advertising in the Show program and sponsorship of Huacaya and Suri Halter and
Fleece classes. The alpaca show committee sponsorship officer will make contact with all entrants re opportunities available.
BEHAVIOUR OF EXHIBITORS
Every exhibitor, animal handler and groomer of alpacas at a show must behave respectfully towards a judge/s, show officials,
show conveners, Chief Steward, stewards and other exhibitors involved in the Alpaca section/s and classes whilst in the general
public viewing during the show.
In the event that the exhibitor does not respond to a direction given either by a judge, chief steward or show convener in
accordance with the show rules, action shall be taken under the section of the AAA Show Manual dealing with misconduct.
PROTESTS
Only an Exhibitor may lodge a protest against another Exhibitor or a Show official. The protest shall be lodged in writing
together with a deposit of $50, which shall be refunded if the protest is upheld. The sole grounds for a protest shall be a
breach of the Showing Rules. Protests shall be lodged with the Chief Steward or Show Convenor within one hour of the
end of the day’s showing (when the last animal leaves the ring).
The Chief Steward or Show Convenor shall set up a Protest Committee prior to the commencement of the Show. The
Committee shall comprise the Chief Steward as the Chair and two ordinary members not associated with the alleged incident.
IF an alleged incident occurred resulting in a protest in a class where the Chief Steward was exhibiting and his or her exhibit
may have some bearing on the outcome of the protest then the Chief Steward would stand aside and be replaced by the
Show Convenor or another suitable member. A meeting will be convened within 30 minutes of the protest being received.
The Protest Committee shall immediately investigate the protest and if found to be valid, initiate appropriate action.
Complaints against Judges are to be put in writing, within one week of the alleged incident, addressed to the AAA Ltd.
Secretary, c/- AAA Ltd. National Office accompanied by a $50 fee, which will be refunded in the event that the complaint is
upheld.
LIABILITY RELEASE
Entry to and remaining on the grounds is entirely the risk of the exhibitor and to the maximum extent of the law. The exhibitor
releases the Australian Alpaca Association Ltd. and the Grafton Show from all claims and demands of every kind resulting from an
accident, damage or injury occurring at the Grafton Showground and without limitation the exhibitor acknowledges.
1. The Australian Alpaca Association Ltd and the Grafton Show have no responsibility or liability for any loss, damage or injury
caused by an exhibitor.
2. The Australian Alpaca Association Ltd. and the Grafton Show have no responsibility or liability for any loss, damage or injury
to or caused by an exhibitor, his or her family, invitees and agents.
3. The Australian Alpaca Association and the Grafton Show have no responsibility or liability for any loss, damage or injury to a
motor vehicle or any of its contents whilst located on the Grafton Showgrounds.
SHOW CELEBRATION DINNER
A Dinner to socialise with the Judge and fellow exhibitors on Saturday night: Grafton Ex-Serviceman’s club; 7.30pm all welcome.
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SURI COLOURBRATION HALTER CLASSES
White Suri Female (HCHWSOF)
HCDWSJF - Suri White Female - Junior
HCDWSIF - Suri White Female - Intermediate
HCDWSAF - Suri White Female - Adult
HCDWSSF - Suri White Female - Senior
White Suri Male (HCHWSOM)
HCDWSJM - Suri White Male - Junior
HCDWSIM - Suri White Male - Intermediate
HCDWSAM - Suri White Male - Adult
HCDWSSM - Suri White Male - Senior
HCPWSOS - Sire's progeny - White Suri
Light Fawn Suri Female (HCHLSOF)
HCDLSJF - Suri Light Fawn Female - Junior
HCDLSIF - Suri Light Fawn Female - Intermediate
HCDLSAF - Suri Light Fawn Female - Adult
HCDLSSF - Suri Light Fawn Female - Senior
Light Fawn Suri Male (HCHLSOM)
HCDLSJM - Suri Light Fawn Male - Junior
HCDLSIM - Suri Light Fawn Male - Intermediate
HCDLSAM - Suri Light Fawn Male - Adult
HCDLSSM - Suri Light Fawn Male - Senior
HCPLSOS - Sire's progeny - Light Fawn Suri
Medium/Dark Fawn Suri Female (HCHFSOF)
HCDFSJF - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Female - Junior
HCDFSIF - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Female - Intermediate
HCDFSAF - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Female - Adult
HCDFSSF - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Female - Senior
Medium/Dark Fawn Suri Male (HCHFSOM)
HCDFSJM - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Male - Junior
HCDFSIM - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Male - Intermediate
HCDFSAM - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Male - Adult
HCDFSSM - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn Male - Senior
HCPFSOS - Sire's progeny - Medium/Dark Fawn Suri
Brown Suri Female (HCHBSOF)
HCDBSJF - Suri Brown Female - Junior
HCDBSIF - Suri Brown Female - Intermediate
HCDBSAF - Suri Brown Female - Adult
HCDBSSF - Suri Brown Female - Senior
Brown Suri Male (HCHBSOM)
HCDBSJM - Suri Brown Male - Junior
HCDBSIM - Suri Brown Male - Intermediate
HCDBSAM - Suri Brown Male - Adult
HCDBSSM - Suri Brown Male - Senior
HCPBSOS - Sire's progeny - Brown Suri
Roan Suri Female (HCHRSOF)
HCDRSJF - Suri Roan Female - Junior
HCDRSIF - Suri Roan Female - Intermediate
HCDRSAF - Suri Roan Female - Adult
HCDRSSF - Suri Roan Female - Senior

Roan Suri Male (HCHRSOM)
HCDRSJM - Suri Roan Male - Junior
HCDRSIM - Suri Roan Male - Intermediate
HCDRSAM - Suri Roan Male - Adult
HCDRSSM - Suri Roan Male - Senior
HCPRSOS - Sire's progeny - Roan Suri
Grey Suri Female (HCHGSOF)
HCDGSJF - Suri Grey Female - Junior
HCDGSIF - Suri Grey Female - Intermediate
HCDGSAF - Suri Grey Female - Adult
HCDGSSF - Suri Grey Female - Senior
Grey Suri Male (HCHGSOM)
HCDGSJM - Suri Grey Male - Junior
HCDGSIM - Suri Grey Male - Intermediate
HCDGSAM - Suri Grey Male - Adult
HCDGSSM - Suri Senior Male - Grey
HCPGSOS - Sire's progeny - Grey Suri
Black Suri Female (HCHKSOF)
HCDKSJF - Suri Black Female - Junior
HCDKSIF - Suri Black Female - Intermediate
HCDKSAF - Suri Black Female - Adult
HCDKSSF - Suri Black Female - Senior
Black Suri Male (HCHKSOM)
HCDKSJM - Suri Black Male - Junior
HCDKSIM - Suri Black Male - Intermediate
HCDKSAM - Suri Black Male - Adult
HCDKSSM - Suri Black Male - Senior
HCPKSOS - Sire's progeny - Black Suri
Fancy Suri Female (HCHYSOF)
HCDYSJF - Suri Fancy Female - Junior
HCDYSIF - Suri Fancy Female - Intermediate
HCDYSAF - Suri Fancy Female - Adult
HCDYSSF - Suri Fancy Female - Senior
Fancy Suri Male (HCHYSOM)
HCDYSJM - Suri Fancy Male - Junior
HCDYSIM - Suri Fancy Male - Intermediate
HCDYSAM - Suri Fancy Male - Adult
HCDYSSM - Suri Fancy Male - Senior
HCPYSOS - Sire's progeny - Fancy Suri

Wether (HCHOHOW)
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HUACAYA COLOURBRATION HALTER CLASSES
White Huacaya Female (HCHWHOF)
HCDWHJF - Huacaya White Female - Junior
HCDWHIF - Huacaya White Female - Intermediate
HCDWHAF - Huacaya White Female - Adult
HCDWHSF - Huacaya White Female - Senior

Roan Huacaya Female (HCHRHOF)
HCDRHJF - Huacaya Roan Female - Junior
HCDRHIF - Huacaya Roan Female - Intermediate
HCDRHAF - Huacaya Roan Female - Adult
HCDRHSF - Huacaya Roan Female - Senior

White Huacaya Male (HCHWHOM)
HCDWHJM - Huacaya White Male - Junior
HCDWHIM - Huacaya White Male - Intermediate
HCDWHAM - Huacaya White Male - Adult
HCDWHSM - Huacaya White Male - Senior
HCPWHOS - Sire's progeny - White Huacaya

Roan Huacaya Male (HCHRHOM)
HCDRHJM - Huacaya Roan Male - Junior
HCDRHIM - Huacaya Roan Male - Intermediate
HCDRHAM - Huacaya Roan Male - Adult
HCDRHSM - Huacaya Roan Male - Senior
HCPRHOS - Sire's progeny - Roan Huacaya

Light Fawn Huacaya Female (HCHLHOF)
HCDLHJF - Huacaya Light Fawn Female - Junior
HCDLHIF - Huacaya Light Fawn Female - Intermediate
HCDLHAF - Huacaya Light Fawn Female - Adult
HCDLHSF - Huacaya Light Fawn Female - Senior

Grey Huacaya Female (HCHGHOF)
HCDGHJF - Huacaya Grey Female - Junior
HCDGHIF - Huacaya Grey Female - Intermediate
HCDGHAF - Huacaya Grey Female - Adult
HCDGHSF - Huacaya Grey Female - Senior

Light Fawn Huacaya Male (HCHLHOM)
HCDLHJM - Huacaya Light Fawn Male - Junior
HCDLHIM - Huacaya Light Fawn Male - Intermediate
HCDLHAM - Huacaya Light Fawn Male - Adult
HCDLHSM - Huacaya Light Fawn Male - Senior
HCPLHOS - Sire's progeny - Light Fawn Huacaya

Grey Huacaya Male (HCHGHOM)
HCDGHJM - Huacaya Grey Male - Junior
HCDGHIM - Huacaya Grey Male - Intermediate
HCDGHAM - Huacaya Grey Male - Adult
HCDGHSM - Huacaya Grey Male - Senior
HCPGHOS - Sire's progeny - Grey Huacaya

Medium/Dark Fawn Huacaya Female (HCHFHOF)
HCDFHJF - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Female - Junior
HCDFHIF - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Female - Intermediate
HCDFHAF - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Female - Adult
HCDFHSF - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Female - Senior

Black Huacaya Female (HCHKHOF)
HCDKHJF - Huacaya Black Female - Junior
HCDKHIF - Huacaya Black Female - Intermediate
HCDKHAF - Huacaya Black Female - Adult
HCDKHSF - Huacaya Black Female - Senior

Medium/Dark Fawn Huacaya Male (HCHFHOM)
HCDFHJM - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Male - Junior
HCDFHIM - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Male - Intermediate
HCDFHAM - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Male - Adult
HCDFHSM - Huacaya Med/Dark Fawn Male - Senior
HCPFHOS - Sire's progeny - Med/Dark Fawn Huacaya

Black Huacaya Male (HCHKHOM)
HCDKHJM - Huacaya Black Male - Junior
HCDKHIM - Huacaya Black Male - Intermediate
HCDKHAM - Huacaya Black Male - Adult
HCDKHSM - Huacaya Black Male - Senior
HCPKHOS - Sire's progeny - Black Huacaya

Brown Huacaya Female (HCHBHOF)
HCDBHJF - Huacaya Brown Female - Junior
HCDBHIF - Huacaya Brown Female - Intermediate
HCDBHAF - Huacaya Brown Female - Adult
HCDBHSF - Huacaya Brown Female - Senior

Fancy Huacaya Female (HCHYHOF)
HCDYHJF - Huacaya Fancy Female - Junior
HCDYHIF - Huacaya Fancy Female - Intermediate
HCDYHAF - Huacaya Fancy Female - Adult
HCDYHSF - Huacaya Fancy Female - Senior

Brown Huacaya Male (HCHBHOM)
HCDBHJM - Huacaya Brown Male - Junior
HCDBHIM - Huacaya Brown Male - Intermediate
HCDBHAM - Huacaya Brown Male - Adult
HCDBHSM - Huacaya Brown Male - Senior
HCPBHOS - Sire's progeny - Brown Huacaya

Fancy Huacaya Male (HCHYHOM)
HCDYHJM - Huacaya Fancy Male - Junior
HCDYHIM - Huacaya Fancy Male - Intermediate
HCDYHAM - Huacaya Fancy Male - Adult
HCDYHSM - Huacaya Fancy Male - Senior
HCPYHOS - Sire's progeny - Fancy Huacaya
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FLEECE CLASSES
White Suri Fleece (FCHWSOO)
FCDWSJO - Suri White - Junior
FCDWSIO - Suri White - Intermediate
FCDWSAO - Suri White - Adult
FCDWSSO - Suri White - Senior

White Huacaya Fleece (FCHWHOO)
FCDWHJO - Huacaya White - Junior
FCDWHIO - Huacaya White - Intermediate
FCDWHAO - Huacaya White - Adult
FCDWHSO - Huacaya White - Senior

Light Fawn Suri Fleece (FCHLSOO)
FCDLSJO - Suri Light Fawn - Junior
FCDLSIO - Suri Light Fawn - Intermediate
FCDLSAO - Suri Light Fawn - Adult
FCDLSSO - Suri Light Fawn - Senior

Light Fawn Huacaya Fleece (FCHLHOO)
FCDLHJO - Huacaya Light Fawn - Junior
FCDLHIO - Huacaya Light Fawn - Intermediate
FCDLHAO - Huacaya Light Fawn - Adult
FCDLHSO - Huacaya Light Fawn - Senior

Medium/Dark Fawn Suri Fleece (FCHFSOO)
FCDFSJO - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn - Junior
FCDFSIO - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn - Intermediate
FCDFSAO - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn - Adult
FCDFSSO - Suri Medium/Dark Fawn - Senior

Medium/Dark Fawn Huacaya Fleece (FCHFHOO)
FCDFHJO - Huacaya Medium/Dark Fawn - Junior
FCDFHIO - Huacaya Medium/Dark Fawn Intermediate
FCDFHAO - Huacaya Medium/Dark Fawn - Adult
FCDFHSO - Huacaya Medium/Dark Fawn - Senior

Brown Suri Fleece (FCHBSOO)
FCDBSJO - Suri Brown - Junior
FCDBSIO - Suri Brown - Intermediate
FCDBSAO - Suri Brown - Adult
FCDBSSO - Suri Brown - Senior

Brown Huacaya Fleece (FCHBHOO)
FCDBHJO - Huacaya Brown - Junior
FCDBHIO - Huacaya Brown - Intermediate
FCDBHAO - Huacaya Brown - Adult
FCDBHSO - Huacaya Brown - Senior

Roan Suri Fleece (FCHRSOO)
FCDRSJO - Suri Roan - Junior
FCDRSIO - Suri Roan - Intermediate
FCDRSAO - Suri Roan - Adult
FCDRSSO - Suri Roan - Senior

Roan Huacaya Fleece (FCHRHOO)
FCDRHJO - Huacaya Roan - Junior
FCDRHIO - Huacaya Roan - Intermediate
FCDRHAO - Huacaya Roan - Adult
FCDRHSO - Huacaya Roan - Senior

Grey Suri Fleece (FCHGSOO)
FCDGSJO - Suri Grey - Junior
FCDGSIO - Suri Grey - Intermediate
FCDGSAO - Suri Grey - Adult
FCDGSSO - Suri Grey - Senior
Black Suri Fleece (FCHKSOO)
FCDKSJO - Suri Black - Junior
FCDKSIO - Suri Black - Intermediate
FCDKSAO - Suri Black - Adult
FCDKSSO - Suri Black - Senior

Grey Huacaya Fleece (FCHGHOO)
FCDGHJO - Huacaya Grey - Junior
FCDGHIO - Huacaya Grey - Intermediate
FCDGHAO - Huacaya Grey - Adult
FCDGHSO - Huacaya Grey - Senior

Fancy Suri Fleece (FCHYSOO)
FCDYSJO - Suri Fancy - Junior
FCDYSIO - Suri Fancy - Intermediate
FCDYSAO - Suri Fancy - Adult
FCDYSSO - Suri Fancy - Senior

Black Huacaya Fleece (FCHKHOO)
FCDKHJO - Huacaya Black - Junior
FCDKHIO - Huacaya Black - Intermediate
FCDKHAO - Huacaya Black - Adult
FCDKHSO - Huacaya Black - Senior
Fancy Huacaya Fleece (FCHYHOO)
FCDYHJO - Huacaya Fancy - Junior
FCDYHIO - Huacaya Fancy - Intermediate
FCDYHAO - Huacaya Fancy - Adult
FCDYHSO - Huacaya Fancy - Senior
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FLEECE IDENTIFICATION FORM - GRAFTON COLOURBRATION SHOW
Section
/Class No.

IAR #

Name of Animal (including prefix)

DOB

Shearing
Date

Age of Alpaca at
Shearing (months)

Age of Colour
Fleece
(months)

OWNER DETAILS:
Name of Exhibitor (Owner):

Stud Name:

Herd code:

Address:

Post code:

Phone:

e-mail:

Circle your choice
I will collect my fleece on Saturday.

I have enclosed my return postage with my fleece.

FLEECE IDENTIFICATION FORM - GRAFTON COLOURBRATION SHOW
Section
/Class No.

IAR #

Name of Animal (including prefix)

DOB

Shearing
Date

Age of Alpaca at
Shearing (months)

Age of Colour
Fleece
(months)

OWNER DETAILS:
Name of Exhibitor (Owner):

Stud Name:

Herd code:

Address:
Phone:
Circle your choice
I will collect my fleece on Saturday.

Post code:
e-mail:
I have enclosed my return postage with my fleece.
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